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Opportunità di collaborazione dalla rete Enterprise Europe Network 

 
 

Febbraio 2023 
 
 
 

Ricerche Partner per Bandi Europei 
 

FONTE: ENTERPRISE EUROPE NETWORK 
 

1) Title  
HORIZON-CL6-2023-ZEROPOLLUTION-01 Clean environment and zero pollution - 
Bulgarian university is seeking partners 

POD 
Reference  

RDRBG20230203017 

Summary  
Bulgarian university with expertise in water and soil pollution is seeking partners for submision of 
a project proposal under HORIZON-CL6-2023-ZEROPOLLUTION-01 Clean environment and zero 
pollution or to join an already formed consortia 

Deadline 
for EOI 09/03/2023 

Deadline of 
the Call 

27/03/2023 

 

2) Title  
HORIZON-CL4-2023-TWIN-TRANSITION-01-43 Industrial partners needing metal 
heating or scaling measurement are sought for a project with the objective to 
gradually substitute natural gas with hydrogen 

POD 
Reference  RDRDE20230201008 

Summary  
A German university of applied sciences is planning to submit a proposal for HORIZON-CL4-
2023-TWIN-TRANSITION-01-43. The project targets metal processing industry and aims at 
gradually substituting natural gas with green hydrogen. Industrial end users are sought. 

Deadline 
for EOI 

27/02/2023 

Deadline of 
the Call 19/04/2023 

 

3) Title  A Spanish company is looking for partners to launch a project proposal for the ERA-
MIN3 2023 call 

POD 
Reference  RDRES20230131013 

Summary  

A Spanish company, specialized in 3D graphic capabilities, AR/VR applications and point cloud 
technologies, is looking for partners to launch a project proposal for the ERA-MIN3 call. The 
profiles sought are industry, academic, or research organisations from the list of eligible 
countries in the ERA-MIN3 call with expertise in any of the following: exploration methods with 
different technologies, resource estimation and planning, applied 3D models. 
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Deadline 
for EOI 09/03/2023 

Deadline of 
the Call 

29/03/2023 

 

4) Title  
Waste valorization Spanish company is searching for a partner (to apply for a Horizon 
Europe call) as the end user of advanced biofuels and aromatic compounds produced in 
biomass industrial processes, in order to cover the entire value chain. 

POD 
Reference  RDRES20221205026 

Summary  

Waste valorization Spanish company is searching for a partner (to apply for a Horizon Europe 
call) as the end user of advanced biofuels produced in biomass industrial processes, in order to 
cover the entire value chain. The partner will be preferably an industry, and will be involved in 
the characterization and validation of the fuel produced from a biomass pyrolysis process. A 
potential partner could also be a research institution or industry. 

Deadline 
for EOI 

27/02/2023 

Deadline of 
the Call 

31/03/2023 

 

5) Title  
Spanish Industrial company manufacturer of thermoplastic components for the 
automotive sector is looking for partners to participate in a Horizon Europe R&D 
project as a bio-polymer compounder or as an end user case. 

POD 
Reference  

RDRES20221013015 

Summary  

A Basque (Spanish) large industrial Company specialised in thermoplastic elastomers (TPE) and 
thermoplastic (TP) compounding for automotive components is looking for partners to build up a 
consortium to participate in a Horizon Europe R&D project for the call HORIZON-CL4-2023-TWIN-
TRANSITION-01-42 and also HORIZON-CL6-2023-ZEROPOLLUTION either as a bio-polymer 
compounder (TPEs or TPs with ingredients non coming from fossil sources) and/or as an end user 
case of bio-polymeric research. 

Deadline 
for EOI 

28/11/2023 

Deadline of 
the Call 30/12/2023 

 

6) Title  A Finnish biotech company is looking for partners for Fungal Fermentation & Live 
Culture Formulation funding projects, including Eurostars and Horizon Europe 

POD 
Reference  RDRFI20221128030 

Summary  

A Finnish company is specializing in fungal-based biotechnology. The project area aims to scale-
up innovative, optimized and validated formulation methods of live fungal inoculants. Ideal 
potential partner(s) should be experts in live microbial culture formulations and capable of 
analytics in formulation viability and stability. Technological R&D partnership is sought after, for 
funding calls such as Eurostars, Horizon Europe and equivalents. 

Deadline 
for EOI 22/03/2023 

Deadline of 
the Call 

12/04/2023 

 
 
Per maggiori informazioni sui profili di ricerca partner e sui servizi di supporto per la partecipazione a bandi 
europei, nazionali e regionali: 
simpler2@finlombarda.it 
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Ricerche di Partner Tecnologici e Commerciali 

 
 

Presentiamo di seguito alcune opportunità di collaborazione internazionale pubblicate nella banca dati di 
Enterprise Europe Network. 
 

Richieste e offerte di tecnologie 
 

1) Title Dutch candy-making company is looking for innovative solutions for ways of working 
with secondary and tertiary packing materials 

POD 
Reference 

TRNL20230127006 

Summary The Dutch company focus on finding innovative solutions of working with secondary and tertiary 
packing materials. Secondary packing materials are showboxes and other materials which are 
used to present the finished goods in the stores. Tertiary packing materials are outer cartons and 
all packing materials used for transporting the finished products from the factory towards the 
customers/distribution centers. 

 

2) Title A company from Lithuania is looking for technology solution for using textiles left over 
from production processes. 

POD 
Reference 

TRLT20230130003 

Summary SME from Lithuania is looking for technology solution for using textiles left over from production 
processes. the sought-after technological solution will help to use unused textile materials. 

 

3) Title Electronics manufacturer sought to validate novel liquid cooling concept for electronic 
control units to be used in future mobility concepts and other sectors 

POD 
Reference 

TRDE20230116006 

Summary A German automotive supplier seeks manufacturers of electronics to validate a novel liquid 
cooling concept for electronic control units. The protype answers the growing demand for heat 
dissipation due to electrification and autonomous driving functions. Advantages are reduced 
weight (-35%), less space (-50%) and improved cooling (+10%). Partners are sought to test the 
prototype (TRL5) to bring it to market maturity and possibly act as a sales partner. 

 

4) Title Swedish printing company looking for manufacturers of residual products 

POD 
Reference 

TRSE20230113013 

Summary A Swedish company, having a goal/vision to be the most sustainable printing company in Sweden. 
They are looking for a partner who can help them to develop their idea about taking advantage of 
wastepaper and turning it into a new material – cloth paper. They have their ideas about 
upcycling it into new products; cardboard for the construction industry, food packaging, or 
hygiene paper. They are looking for expertise and collaboration in materials based on paper and 
textile fiber. 

 

5) Title Dutch company seeking material innovation for oven-safe, reusable food container 

POD 
Reference TRNL20230109003 

Summary The SME from the Netherlands is a circular economy company active in food packaging. The 
company replaces disposable food containers with reusables. In the transition to a zero waste 
economy, the company is looking for an invention or presentation of a material that can replace 
the disposable ready-to-consume food containers found in grocery stores. 
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6) Title A Dutch transport company is looking for a conclusive system to check, scan and control 
what is loaded in ferry trailers 

POD 
Reference TRNL20230110003 

Summary This young Dutch company based in the Rottterdam area is specialised in transport between UK 
and EU. To ensure the content of the load the company is looking for a system that proves what 
and how much is loaded in the ferry trailers. Therefore the company is looking for partners that 
offer solutions in the framework of a commercial agreement with technical assistance or a 
research and development agreement. 

 

7) Title German university is looking for companies willing to engage in application-oriented 
research in the digitalisation of industrial services. 

POD 
Reference 

TODE20230202012 

Summary A research group from a German university working on digitalisation in industrial services with 
focus on remote augmented reality in field services, business models for Industry 4.0 and 
predictive maintenance is seeking industrial companies from the mechanical and plant engineering 
sector for research and development cooperation agreements. 

 

8) Title Compact hybrid micro power plants for all year-round sustainable energy generation 
based on wind and solar 

POD 
Reference TOCH20230201011 

Summary The plug & play micro power plants generate green electricity locally from the combination of 
high-performance wind dual turbines and solar panels mounted on a flexible wooden structure, 
which can be easily installed on roof tops of homes and commercial buildings and allow the 
production/generation of clean green energy in summer and winter, day and night, also in bad 
weather conditions. The Swiss company is looking for investments and for commercial agreements 
with technical expertise. 

 

9) Title An underwater inspection and maintenance robot for ships and offshore infrastructure 

POD 
Reference 

TOGB20230131020 

Summary A UK company has developed and validated a robotic platform crawling complex underwater 
objects such as ship hulls, turbine foundations etc. It carries built-in and optional tools for weld 
inspections, monitoring, water jetting, maintenance etc. Businesses and departments doing 
inspection and maintenance jobs in oil and gas, wind and ship care sectors are sought for 
commercial agreements with technical assistance. 

 

10) Title Colour changing elastomers for the visual detection of deformation or damage 

POD 
Reference 

TOCH20230125010 

Summary A Swiss university offers a method for the design & fabrication of elastomer that change colour 
upon deformation. It allows control of the elastomers colour using readily available raw materials. 
Application could be displaying messages on soft screens, highlighting touch points in tactile 
sensors or reporting motion as sleeves around robotic joints i.e for detection of critical 
deformation. licensing agreement with manufacturers of elastomers interested to functionalize 
their product is sought 

 

11) Title Post-processing of complex shaped, additive manufactured parts with high demands on 
accuracy and surface integrity 

POD 
Reference TODE20230124007 

Summary A German university develops process chains, technologies and tools for micro and precision 
manufacturing. In addition to the production of components with dimensions on a µm-scale, a 
main topic is the specific functionalization of surfaces in terms of surface quality and chemical-
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physical properties. Contacts are sought with industry and research institutes from the field of 
additive manufacturing (AM). In particular, R&D agreements with focus on post-processing of AM 
parts are of interest. 

 

12) Title The technology of internal stress control in critical elements of metal structures 

POD 
Reference TOUA20230120015 

Summary A Ukrainian university offers a technology for measuring internal stress in critical elements of 
metal structures under load using the holographic interferometry method. The technology makes 
it possible to record the stress changes with an accuracy of 1-3% of Young's modulus of the metal 
and monitor the working condition of the critical elements. They are looking for partners to finalize 
the technology for various metals and alloys and to produce compact sensors based on the 
technology. 

 
Richieste e offerte di collaborazioni commerciali 

 

1) Title Hungarian company is looking for partners selling or manufacturing home and garden 
products, horticare products, tools, workwear etc. to represent on the Hungarian 
market within the framework of a commercial or supplier agreement. 

POD 
Reference 

BRHU20230124015 

Summary Hungarian company is looking for a reliable partner with good quality products, which it could 
represent on the Hungarian market. The company’s intrests are mainly home and garden 
products, horticultural products, tools etc. The company sells these products both whloesale and 
retail. On their wholesale chain the company covers about 1000 farmer shops and stores in the 
country. They also have 9 own farmer shops where they sell a wide range of gardening products. 

 

2) Title Luxembourgish trading company is looking to import building materials, especially in 
construction panels, flooring and timber sectors under distribution services or 
commercial agency agreements. 

POD 
Reference 

BRLU20230130011 

Summary A Luxembourg company active in the import and selling of building materials is looking to 
expand its product catalogue. Having an important network in Luxembourg, Belgium, 
Netherlands and France, it is looking to expand its international network of suppliers. It requests 
cooperation under distribution services or commercial agency agreements with manufacturers 
able to provide interesting, innovative and niche construction panels, flooring and timber 
products interested in the mentioned markets. 

 

3) Title A French company specialized in physical security products is looking for 
manufacturers of armoured steel and glass doors for a manufacturing and distribution 
agreement. 

POD 
Reference 

BRFR20230124022 

Summary A French company specialized in physical security products for the protection of goods and 
people is looking for new suppliers or manufacturers of armoured steel and glass doors through a 
manufacturing and distribution agreement. All products must be conformed to the European 
standards. 

 

4) Title German company seeks disposable menu boxes for takeaway food (preferably 
sustainable, made of sugar cane) as well as tinfoil, cling film, pizza boxes and frying fat 
(semi-liquid or liquid). 

POD 
Reference 

BRDE20230118005 

Summary A German food company supplies supermarkets, restaurants and catering companies with nearly 
100 products (e.g. can foods, rice, cheese, packaging items), it is now looking for suppliers of 
menu boxes for takeaway meals, preferably made from sugar cane. It is also looking for tinfoil, 
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cling film, pizza boxes and frying fat (semi-liquid or liquid). 

 

5) Title A Japanese distributor for hardware is seeking a partnership with EU manufacturers of 
products that can be sold in home improvement stores 

POD 
Reference 

BRJP20230127004 

Summary A Japanese distributor for hardware, DIY (Do It Yourself)-related tools and products, machinery 
tools, pet supplies and camping equipment seeks a partnership with EU manufacturers who can 
provide a stable supply of EU-made hardware products such as fasteners and building materials, 
under commercial agency or distribution services agreements. 
Type of Partnership Considered 

 

6) Title Israeli developer and manufacturer of food supplements is looking for distributors 

POD 
Reference 

BOIL20230105018 

Summary This Israeli SME specializes in technological development and production of food supplements, 
vitamins and minerals under high quality international standards. The company has developed 
vegetable soft gel capsules enabling the entrapment of liquid or semi liquid substances. It has 
also developed an innovative multivitamin chewing gum that contains high dosages of active 
ingredients. The company is looking for distributors under a distribution services agreement. 

 
 

7) Title A technology company expert in compressed air solutions for operation stability & 
energy efficiency is looking for partners who can spread our technology to factories, 
power plants, and any other application of compressed air. 

POD 
Reference 

BOIL20230201013 

Summary An Israeli innovative solution for large machinery in the industrial sector seeks to extend the 
business opportunities in new territories, after receiving EU certification for the product (key 
industries- steel, cement, food and beverage and more). The solution offers significant electricity 
savings and improvement in the production yield. The company interested in partnership 
agreement with agents, distributers, and contractors across Europe, that familiar with the 
customers environment. 

 

8) Title Polish manufacturer of sauces, marinades, flavour butters and spices for food 
producers is looking for partners to work under commercial and outsourcing 
agreement. 

POD 
Reference BOPL20230130006 

Summary Polish company founded in 1996 produce sauces, marinades, flavour butters, spice and herbal 
mixtures for butchers, dairies and other food processing companies. Ready sauces are sold in 
packaging of various weights - sachets, cups, 3D monodoses and packing spice blends in HoReCa 
packages. The company is looking for partners to establish cooperation under outsourcing and 
commercial services agreement. 

 
 
 

Chi fosse interessato a richiedere: 
- maggiori informazioni sui profili tecnologici e commerciali in evidenza in questo numero 
- la segnalazione di ulteriori profili sulla base di specifiche esigenze 
- l’inserimento di propri profili tecnologici e/o commerciali 
può contattare:  simpler2@finlombarda.it 
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ENTERPRISE EUROPE NETWORK 
 
 

 

Finlombarda, società di Regione Lombardia, è coordinatore del consorzio SIMPLER, nodo di accesso per la Lombardia e 
l'Emilia Romagna alla rete europea Enterprise Europe Network, costituita nel 2008 dalla Commissione Europea per 
supportare l'innovazione e la competitività delle PMI.  
Nell'ambito della rete Enterprise Europe Network, Finlombarda offre servizi gratuiti di informazione ed assistenza per: 
-  individuare partner tecnologici e commerciali internazionali. 
- partecipare a bandi comunitari di ricerca ed innovazione. 
- accedere a nuovi mercati 
- ricevere informazioni sulla legislazione e le opportunità dell’Unione europea 
 
SIMPLER è cofinanziato dalla Commissione Europea e da Regione Lombardia. 
 

Per informazioni:   Guido Dominoni      guido.dominoni@finlombarda.it    
 

http://een.ec.europa.eu 
 

http://www.eensimpler.it/ 

 

 

 

 


